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and partnership possibilities within innovation process of
Lithuanian laser companies for strengthening their compe-

ducted semi structured interviews in the Lithuanian laser

conducted led to the understanding that a strong position

To strengthen their competitive advantages in the indust-
rial segment and to maintain their strong positions in the 
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formation.

Th

cing integrated innovative solutions. Notwithstan-

sful in manufacturing and selling innovative integra-

on integrated solutions than on components. These
strategic changes elucidate the importance of coope-

This paper examines the cooperation and part-
nership possibilities within innovation process of Lit-
huanian laser companies for strengthening their com-
petitive advantages. To achieve the aim of the rese-
arch the following objectives have been set:

To review the literature on the innovation
process through cooperation and partners-
hip.
To overview the possibilities of combining

leads to a potential revenue growth.

and inhibiting the innovation performance
of laser companies.



cing the model of funnel for competitive ad-
vantages of Lithuanian laser companies.

processes of commercialization of innovati-
ve ideas and formalization of innovations
within the Lithuanian laser companies.

This article is the second one in the series of ar-

structured interviews were carried out with the main
goal to collect answers from CEOs or other top-le-
vel managers of Lithuanian laser companies. The in-

cooperation and partnership possibilities in strengthe-
ning competitive advantages and innovation process

terms of revenues.

alitative interviews with CEOs or other top-level ma-

cularities of the organizational structure of laser com-

commercialization of innovative ideas and formaliza-
tion of innovation processes of laser companies via

vation strategies as well as utilization of existing hu-

also incorporated the aspects of innovative manage-

the cooperation and clusterization process within the 
Lithuanian laser companies and their openness to the 

information about laser companies and the innovati-
ve performance-related indicators as the percentage

Innovation can be explained as a change in

delivers these offerings (process innovation) (Francis

Studies of innovations have developed to-
wards cross-disciplinarity as there is no single discip-
line that deals with all aspects of innovation

vation can be divided into:
•
•
•

to three categories:
•
•
•
The development of innovative and competi-

processes and services of higher added value. The 

competitive environment limited the capabilities of

becoming more involved in the cooperation and net-

vation process.
Literature on innovation processes varies from

in the processes. The recent studies give less atten-

main three streams of thought can be distinguished.

er-seller as well as manufacturer-distributor relations-



vantage within the innovation process of high-tech in-

re the purpose is not to learn what other parties alre-

Collaboration has be-
come an established way of doing business with sup-
pliers, channel partners and complementors

ment of innovative solutions within an innovation net-

lopment but also in cooperation and partnership to

This article focuses on innovation as a pro-
an extended set of activities that translate

new knowledge into something of value

partnerships in order to strengthen the competitive

To boost the volumes of institutional sales and

cessful combination of high-tech and low-tech acti-
vities. Some high-tech companies can produce sligh-

small and medium sized laser companies in global 

larger foreign companies.

developing one or another laser being from a couple

celerate the organic growth and improvement of the 

low-tech activities in order to boost their revenues.

the interviewed CEOs mentioned a rather shallow en-

derlined as one of the best initiatives at the macro le-

perts in niche specialisations. According to this scena-

Lithuanian laser companies to such cities as Shang-

while both generating more returns and having mo-



cant challenge for companies intending to expand so-
me activities and processes to China is seen in the pro-

Another issue lies in confrontation of strategic

business. In spite of focusing on preparing a certain
number of theoretical researches for educational or-

novative business processes: from the vision of be-

ce- science’ or ‘education-education’.

ce organizations a special attention should be paid to

sired results.

Though the Lithuanian laser cluster has been

established that support activities of other laser com-

although it is a bit lower for components. Approxi-

create a support platform for laser companies. This

tions and intermediaries
able in formalizing such processes as application of

sities should also focus on preparing entrepreneurs
that are able to formalize business processes in laser

students coming for their internships in Lithuanian la-

and enter into cooperation with various organizations
or individuals. It is not enough to have the necessa-

sful completion of each project strengthens the image

going projects.

of the interviewed CEOs cited distributors as the prin-

performing a great number of different size and le-

among big companies. Though there is a certain num-

ment is considered being of rather modest importan-
ce. The more detailed structure of competitive advan-

from CEOs of sample companies and a set of theore-

is presented in the Figure 1.



Competitive advantages of laser companies within the cluster
Source:

Technological innovations are the driving for-

innovation project has its own leader who can have
his/her own line manager. If innovations are not com-

activities being organized via Lithuanian consultants

problems.

Almost all the interviewed experts point at the 

the projects and commercialise all the innovative ide-

ne of products and services with prices at different
ranges and strengthen their competitive advantages

widening funnel (see Figure 2). This could be explai-

ter to strengthen one competitive advantage or a set 

tegic target. Companies’ success in the cluster as well 
as the depth and the width of the funnel depend on



The funnel of competitive advantages within the laser cluster
Source:

tisfaction with the motivation and capabilities of edu-
cational organizations to enter into cooperation with

organizations and intermediaries do not have a strong
focus on presenting their functions and cooperation
possibilities to laser companies. It is evident that both
parties need to show a stronger willingness for coope-

ting until companies show initiatives themselves. Ac-

cant importance.

show stronger efforts in building a team of compe-

-



re possibilities to reach the critical mass and better-

Scandinavian companies and educational and science

is rather complicated. Lithuanian laser companies

les people.

educational organizations while creating a new pro-

ems that from being competitors at the beginning sta-
ge of development some of the largest Lithuanian la-
ser companies switched to the status of distributors.
During the foundation period the innovation process

ducts needed to be initiated from generation of the 

that stage. The need to improve the innovation proces-
ses came from the side of industrial clients having a 

-

cases clients could demand new parameters. Therefo-

In spite of inexistent clear model of formali-
zing the innovation processes at Lithuanian laser com-

the organizational structure. This proves that CEOs 

were not explicit on the side of commercialization of

fashion in laser businesses mentioned. Application of

that Lithuanian laser companies are open to the envi-
ronment and feel the pulse of the laser sector well. 

few of the interviewed CEOs announced about cre-

and sometimes inviting experts from educational or-
ganizations. This reminds the matrix model or mana-
ging an organization and is a good solution when fa-

ment.

Researches on innovations refer to a multidis-

article develops an understanding of strengthening
the competitive advantages of Lithuanian high-tech

nership.

tech and high-tech activities to exploit their limited 

ternal resources.
Creating project-teams based on matrix orga-



specialists and experts from education and science
institutions can develop competitive internal resour-

ward schemes and rotation of functions within inno-

laser companies have to encourage the co-creation

tion platform between different interest groups of bu-

and growth of laser companies it is important to cre-

expertise of organizing business processes in the la-
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